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Aim: To  learn  Transmission  Control  Protocol  (TCP)  Flow  Control, 
Error Control, and Congestion Control.

TCP Flow Control:
Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), also known as Automatic Repeat Query, is an error-

control method for data transmission that uses acknowledgements (messages sent by the 
receiver  indicating  that  it  has  correctly  received a  data  frame or  packet)  and  timeouts 
(specified periods of time allowed to elapse before an acknowledgment is to be received) to 
achieve reliable data transmission over an unreliable service. If the sender does not receive 
an acknowledgment before the timeout, it usually re-transmits the frame/packet until the 
sender receives an acknowledgment or exceeds a predefined number of re-transmissions.

Selective Repeat is part of the automatic repeat-request (ARQ). With selective repeat, 
the sender sends a number of frames specified by a window size even without the need to 
wait for individual ACK from the receiver as in Go-back N ARQ. However, the receiver sends 
ACK for each frame individually, which is not like cumulative ACK as used with go-back-n. 
The  receiver  accepts  out-of-order  frames  and  buffers  them.  The  sender  individually 
retransmits frames that have timed out.

Tools used: Wireshark

Experiment 1: Demonstration of TCP Flow Control techniques
1. Download the capture.pcap file from CMS.

2. Open capture.pcap file in Wireshark.
3. Each and every ACK packet should have ACK flag bit set. Check if it is true for all the 

ACK packets.
4. A SACK reports a block of bytes that is out of order. Find a couple of packets with  

SACK option set? Write down the sequence number of the packets carrying SACK 
options?
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5. Identifying zero window size packets

Go to Analyze->Export Info composite. Under Warnings tab you should be able to see 

packet numbers which had zero Window.
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To identify zero window and window updates graphically:
Go to Statistics → IO graphs. For X axis, choose the Tick interval as 0.1 second and 

Pixels  per  tick  as  5.  For  Y  axis,  choose  Unit  as  Advanced.  Plot  graphs  for  
tcp.analysis.zero_window  and  tcp.analysis.window_update  as  shown  below.  To  

generate the graph(s), click on the 'Graph x' (x=1,2,...) button at the left.

Similarly, you can generate a graph to observe TCP full window with zero window and 

window update. Modify arguments as shown below:
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6. Response time IO Graphs (Inter-arrival time)

To observe time delay between packets, go to Statistics → IO graphs. For Y 

axis, choose the Unit as Advanced. Generate graph for time delay between packets 

as shown below. Large spike in the graph indicates large delays in time. 

7. TCP Stream Graphs
a. Round Trip Time Graph

Filter packets going from Server → Client:
Go to Statistics → TCP stream graphs →Round Trip Time graph 

In the graph shown above, you can see a spike occurring for RTT. The explanation 

for this behavior is that the graph was obtained for a capture done with the Server 

on a laptop with a wi-fi connection. The Server was deliberately moved away from 

the wi-fi access point in a zone of weak network strength, which led to increased 

RTT values of the packets.
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b. Throughput Graph

Filter packets going from Server->Client:
Go to Statistics-> TCP stream graphs->Throughput graph 

c. Window Scaling Graph
Filter packets going from Client->Server:

Go to Statistics-> TCP stream graphs->Window Scaling Graph
For better observations, you may zoom in the graph (Click the middle button on your 

mouse at the area which you want to zoom)

Window scale factors can be observed in the SYN packets sent from each side 

at the beginning of the TCP flow. 
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TCP Error Control:
There are six important rules that define the generation of an acknowledgement. The 

rules are given below.

Tool used: Wireshark

Experiment 2: Observation of Error Control in TCP protocol
1. Rule1: Normal TCP Operation

a. When end A sends a data segment to end B, it must include (piggyback) an 
acknowledgement that gives the next sequence number it expects to receive. 

This rule decreases the number of segments needed and therefore reduces 
traffic.

b. Can you see acknowledgement packets that are piggybacked?

2. Rule2: Delayed ACK
a. When the receiver has no data to send and it receives an in-order segment 

(with  expected  sequence  number)  and  the  previous  segment  has  already 
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been  acknowledged,  the  receiver  delays  sending  an  ACK  segment  until 

another  segment  arrives  or  until  a  period  of  time  (normally  500ms)  has 
passed.

b. We will observe this behavior along with rule 3.

3. Rule3: Preventing unnecessary retransmission of data segments.
a. When a segment arrives with a sequence number that is expected by the 

receiver, and the previous in-order segment has not been acknowledged, the 
receiver immediately sends an ACK segment.

b. Find the ACK packets in the pcap file which correspond to delayed ACK (rule 2) 
and rule 3. (See the two images below)

4. Rule4: Out-of-order sequence numbers
a. When a segment arrives with an out-of-order sequence number that is higher 

than expected, the receiver immediately sends an ACK segment announcing 
the sequence number of the next expected segment.

b. Find the out-of-order sequence numbered packets in the pcap file.
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5. Rule5: Missing segments

a. When  a  missing  segment  arrives,  the  receiver  sends  an  ACK  segment  to 
announce the next sequence number expected. This informs the receiver that 

segments reported missing has been received.
b. Find  the  transmission  of  missing  segments  in  the  pcap  file  (see  the  last 

packet in the figure below).
c. Can you see their corresponding ACKs in the pcap file? 

6. Rule6: Duplicated segments 

a. If  a  duplicate  segment  arrives,  the  receiver  discards  the  segment,  but 
immediately sends an acknowledgment indicating the next in-order segment 

expected.
b. Find the transmission of duplicated segments in the pcap file.

c. Do you see TCP Fast Retransmit happing after Dup ACKs? 
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TCP Congestion Control:
Congestion can occur when data arrives from a fast network to a slower network. 

Congestion can also occur when multiple input streams arrive at  a router whose output 
capacity is less than the sum of the inputs. TCP is mainly used to avoid congestion in the 
network. To avoid the congestion, some of the packets are dropped in the network. This may 
lead to retransmission of data packets.

Tool used: wireshark, tracepath

Experiment 3: Demonstration of Congestion Control  Techniques in 
TCP protocol

1. Congestion control
The figure below captures upload of a large file (attachment) to gmail.

The figure below zooms in to a portion of the above figure. The 'flat' portions in the 
graph give indication of congestion in the network. 
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In our Client-Server module, congestion can be observed at the Server when multiple clients 
try to connect to it one after another. The figure below explains the fair share behavior of 

TCP.  You  can  make  these  observations  yourself  by  running  a  concurrent  server  and 
connecting multiple clients to it (with some small time difference- say a few seconds).
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2. Find Path MTU using Tracepath tool

User-Datagram Protocol (UDP):
User-Datagram  Protocol  is  a  transport  layer  protocol  used  by  many  internet 

applications. In UDP, there is no handshaking between sending and receiving entities. For 
this reason, UDP is said to be connectionless. 

Checksum is the 16-bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of a pseudo 
header of information from the IP header, the UDP header, and the data, padded with zero 
octets at the end (if necessary) to make a multiple of two octets. In other words, all 16-bit  
words  are  summed  using  one's  complement  arithmetic.  The  sum  is  then  one's 
complemented to yield the value of the UDP checksum field.

If the checksum calculation results in the value zero (all 16 bits 0) it should be sent as 
the one's complement (all 1s).

Tool used: Wireshark

Experiment 4: Observation of UDP Header fields
1. Close all the browsers.
2. Run Wireshark in non-promiscuous mode with root privileges.

3. Download “udp_client.c” and “udp_server.c” from the CMS Website
4. Compile server first (as shown below).

gcc -o udp_server udp_server.c
5. Similarly, compile the client using the following command.

gcc -o udp_client udp_client.c
6. Run the server using the below command.

./udp_server
7. The server will start, waiting for a client to connect. On a separate terminal window, 

run the client using 
./udp_client  127.0.0.1

8. Payload size calculation
a. Observe any UDP packet. The total length of UDP is given by the length of the 

header fields (8 bytes) plus the length of the data (1 bytes in this case).
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Answer  the  following  questions  based  on  your  understanding  of  the  above 
experiment.

1. What is the source port number?
2. What is the destination port number?

3. What is the total length of the user datagram?
4. What is the length of the data?

References
 Wireshark User’s Guide: www.wireshark.org/docs/wsug_html_chunked/

 Wireshark Wiki Help: wiki.wireshark.org/
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